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EDITORESS

ear Kulov, Benevolent Dictator, Editoress of EuroFaerie
Facts, etc., etc., etc.,

I want to congratulate you on the last issue of eff. I really
enjoyed the discussion that was opened by Peter Pan. His contribution has demonstrated that difference can exist and can
be expressed, that Faeriedom is something different to everyone and that includes all sorts of hopes, expectations and
needs. It also demonstrated that, in the absence of circles, eff
can be the Forum for this to reach around our community and
extend beyond. I recently met a faerie from Oz who showed
me that some of the very same issues are alive there too.

I also loved Twolips ranting about her coffee afternoon. I had
no idea that girl could come across so well in the written word.
I almost dare to suggest that, if it inspires such creativity,
faeries should be encouraged to stay away!!!
• Lastly and MOST IMPORTANTLY: If this one really is your last
issue.....
THANK YOU for all the work you have put into this newsletter.
I have loved reading it—my little bell frantically tingalingalinging with delight each time one lands on my Tower doormat. Congratulations for creating it's style and keeping each
issue so fresh, lively awake and upbeat. I hope you feel justly
fulfilled as you retire from the editoress-ship! ( I don't care if
this sounds sentimental.)
Big HUGS from Tinkerbell

LETTER

from

Professional EuroFaerie. I might have had many amusing titles
in the past few years, from Working Mother and Housewife to
Benevolent Dictator, and worn many different wigs to go along
with them, but in actuality I’ve been running a small not-forprofit organization.

On Saturday evening, July 15th, and during the night, there
is a tendency to exaggerate in everything: eating, drinking,
talking, etc.

THE EDITORESS

T

hanks so much Tinkerbellschen. I am speechless. Can you
believe that—me, speechless? Actually I have lots to say,
and I simply don’t know where to begin.
In the past, I’ve talked
about how much work
it is to produce the
newsletter. So, to
Tinkerbell’s response,
yes, I’m retiring as the
editoress. But I’m not
sure whether Tinkerbell or any of the
readers out there
photo by Viking Diva
realize that I’m also
retiring as the graphic designer, as the fundraiser—the solicitor and updater of memberships and promoter of t-shirts and
postcards, as the program coordinator of EuroFaerie events,
as the one who keeps correspondence with other faerie publications and organizations, as the PR person, as the archiver
of materials, as the one who prepares texts for Uncle Markie
to update our website, as the one who prints, folds, stamps,
labels and takes the newsletter to the post office, and last but
not least, as the one who keeps records of the finances of the
organization. And all of the above does not include organizing and running gatherings. In other words, I’m retiring as a

from

And for the most part, I’ve loved doing it—I like setting things
up and overseeing them run. I like organizing, especially
when it’s something I really believe in. But it’s been a lot of
work, with hardly any pay, and I’m at a point in my life now
where I simply can’t afford to do it any longer. This girl is
getting older and after devoting the past 10 years of her professional life to the not-for-profit world, she no longer has the
energy, nor the idealism. But there are, of course, many more
issues, some much larger than personal finances.

Milky Way Murmurs
by Hans, Court Astrologer of the EuroFaeries
Here is the astrological weather for
Terschelling Sssssssix.

This is my 10th full-sized issue of the newsletter which equals
to two and a half years of being a Professional EuroFaerie.
Inspired by faeriedom and grateful to the safe space of the
EuroFaeries for practically saving my life, I came to make
Holland my base in the late fall of 1997. But it started a few
years before that and it’s all the fault of a combination of hair
products and a Greek faerie.
Yes, instructed by a mutual
friend, in May of 1995 I went to
Paris to bring Efthimios his
favorite shampoo from the US. I
was travelling on an art fellowship and was on my first visit to
Motherland Europe since I’d
left Bulgaria 15 years prior.
“Don’t they have shampoo in
France?!?,” was my initial
thought. Of course, I kept it to
myself, for I had never met Efthimios, but we clicked really well.
He told me about a faerie gathering on some island north of
Holland. I’d had many contacts with faeries in the US before, but
had never been to a full gathering. Well, I decided to check it out
on my way to Berlin, where I was to see another Bulgarian’s art
event: Christo’s Reichstag. And as they say, the rest is
(EuroFaerie) herstory. And it’s truly my story of transformation.

photo by an unknown faerie

THE

I don’t remember much of the first gathering, except that I cried
a lot during it. The safe space created by faeriedom had
allowed me to feel at home. I didn’t yet know the exact reasons why I was being so emotional, but I had the tremendous
urge to find out—my life in the US at the time was suffocating
me. So the next two and a half years were spent travelling all
around Europe, going to almost every faerie gathering and
circle, writing, analyzing, bouncing my personal experiences
off people I met along the way, crying, ritualizing, crying
some more and basically going back emotionally to the dark
times during my abusive childhood. And as a result of this long
process, healing myself.
I was very grateful to the EuroFaeries for opening this can of
worms and for providing the safe space in which I was able
to deal with it. I wanted to return the favor. By the time I
‘moved’ to Holland, I had already established a network of
good friends and had helped Mrs. Ding (then Lekker Ding)
organize a couple of gatherings. I wanted to be back in
Motherland Europe and help develop the faerie movement
here into the force it had become in the US. I was perfect for
continues on the next spread
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LETTER

At the beginning of
this gathering all five
personal planets are
in the element of
Water (Cancer &
Scorpio). This means
that in spite of the fact
that Air is the element
which we emphasize this year, the gathering will have a fluid character. But according to Carl Jung, Air,
in general, is an inferior element to Water. So during this time,
we’ll have the presence of the unconscious, repressed shadowside of Air, which can manifest itself into rather interesting ways!
Water means fantasy, dreaming, making music, dance, meditation, full of empathy for others, etc. The other elements are
weak in comparison during this time. So we need to emphasize the element of Earth—it’s stability, grounding and practicality. We also need the distance of Air and the action,
enthusiasm and inspiration of Fire.
In the afternoon on Monday, June 10th, there is a good atmosphere for pleasant chats and a lively energy in the late hours—
good for dancing and walking. But don’t forget that Mercury
is in retrograde during the first seven days of the gathering,
which might result in possible misunderstandings.
During the day on Tuesday, July 11th, the atmosphere is very
serious and sober, which even progresses to being a bit
depressive into the evening. It is hard to express your feelings
on this day, but after 10 o’clock the mood is more friendly,
even a bit romantic.
On Wednesday, July 12th, the moon enters into the sign of
Sagittarius and the sun makes a disharmonic connection with
Uranus: time for freedom, space and adventure! People can
be priggish, radical and rebellious, so the atmosphere can be
explosive, especially in the late evening when Pluto is our
guest. As a result, there could be intense confrontations
between people.
On Thursday, July 13th, Venus enters into the warm, enthusiastic and playful sign of Leo: good for a summer love for the
rest of the duration of the gathering. This holds true for the
entire day but not around 6 pm, when the energy is rather
irritated and very individualistic.
On Friday, July 14th, the moon enters into Capricorn which
makes the atmosphere more serious, sober and practical. This
mood lasts until Monday morning.

Sunday, July 16th, is not a good day for telling people off
or for telling the truth to others. Conflicts and struggles are
in the air. Be cautious and wait, because the mood can be
very explosive!
On Monday, July 17th, the moon enters into Aquarius: a good
time to talk and to respect each other (I’m OK/you’re OK). In
the evening, there is a tendency to dream away in a foolish
atmosphere full of illusions, but also disappointments. So,
don’t make an ass of yourself.
In the late afternoon and the early evening of Tuesday, July
18th, the communication can be confrontational, radical and
full of unexpected situations. All due to the influences of
Uranus and Pluto.
On Wednesday afternoon, July 19th, the moon enters into
Pisces, thus making people dreamy, romantic, and looking at
reality through rose-colored glasses. In the late evening, under
the influence of Jupiter, everything will tend to become exaggerated and magnified, so be careful what you do and say.
On Thursday, July 20th, you can hurt or be hurt in a personal
confrontation. Take it easy this day and let things go.
On Friday, July 21, there are no difficult constellations in the
sky, so you can say goodbye in peace.
I personally think that no one exactly knows the future for
some reasons. The planet constellations only give trends and
tendencies, but we all have a free will to react on situations
in our own way. So, have a good summer and maybe I’ll see
you on Terschelling. And don’t let the murmurs sway your
Milky Way! ★

Our Court Astrologer, can be reached for personal astrological consulting at 31-20-6968773.

Here again are the MERCURY COMMUNICATION
TROUBLE dates for the rest of the year:
June (16) 23 – July 16: Retrograde with an unstable
week before
August 5, 6, 7, 21, 22: Last Degrees of a Sign
September 6, 7, 26, 27, 28: Last Degrees of a Sign
October (11) 18 – November 8: Retrograde with an
unstable week before
December 1, 2, 3, 21, 22, 23: Last Degrees of a Sign
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de Vincennes with faith and confidence in the Benignity of the
Goddess. Others went to a sauna and steam room to keep
dry(???) there.
S: Tell us about not finding last year’s Persephone and her

O

n Funday, 23 April, followers of the
Persephone Mysteries met in Paris to
carr y out the annual exhumation and release
of their goddess, who was interred in the Bois
de Vincennes last fall.

Priestesses of this Parisephone cult, Effany and
Tinkephanie are here interviewed by Priestess,
Supermodephone, for eff magazette.

photo by Efthimios

The Persephone
Exhumation Ritual

appearing in another form.

E: We never found the exact spot of last Fall’s burial because
bulldozers, clearing the debris after the storms, had desecrated the site. We didn’t find the actual doll or the sacred egg,
which is still somewhere in the Bois.

Letter from the Editoress, continued

ALL: Sushi has arrived!!!

E: Things that I liked...
My favorite part of the ritual was the invention of a new Faerie
dance, the Persephone Dance. And I loved the wax dolls,
which allowed us to be creative in making our own.
T: Circle was wonderful and intimate. Food good and us all sitting around after circle.

But we made a Doll from wax poured into a plaster mold
that Tinkephanie had prepared in advance. This brought
Persephone into the overworld in liquid beeswax.

S: What do you believe, as Priestesses of the
Parisephone Cult, is the relevance of Persephone to
modern Faeries today?

T: Persephone made the molds through me. I had just experienced a very strong prompting to do this. P was going to
come into the world in a new way—these wax dolls.

T: The Persephone Papers on Death and Transformation say it
all, really. Persephone represents the movement of the
seasons, the movement of day into night, of new to full moon,
of death and rebirth and always back again. She exemplifies
the transitions and the transformations in life as she goes
through them. She is the operator of the gate that releases the
energy of waxing, waning and transformation.

When we got there Effanie began desperately...er...dedicatedly scratching and digging in the
earth through the sacred site and everywhere,
covering about an acre of the Bois.

Paris, Myday, 24th of April, 00 pfm (Post Faye
Millennia). The day after:

S: The papers picked on the miraculous change
in weather during the course of the ritual.

Supermodephone: Let’s start with the out-of
town guests first. Tinkephanie, Why did you
come to Paris?

E: We have seen this before. Often, so-called bad
weather stops when we start a circle or ritual dedicated to the Goddess. The sun shone as we left the
Grove and a very tangible sense of Spring was in
the Air. It has been sunny since.

Tinkephanie: (Says something inaudible) Oh! Do
I have to speak louder? Why?... for the Persephone
Ritual, of course.

In our ritual this year, her coming from formlessness into form was
symbolised by the transition of liquid into solid wax. And the
Persephone Dolls bring her wisdom and beneficence with them.
S: What is your relationship
to Persephone?

most important of the new millennium so far?

S: What animals could you be likened to during the ritual?

E: At our core we are all
Cosmic and Divine. The
Supreme Divinity is within
Persephone as Persephone is
within us, and, as representations of the divine, we are
each of us priestesses, high
priestesses and goddesses.
photo by Nuff
Realisation of this—at whatever level and in whatever form or context we wish to work with
it—is what the EuroFaeries are all about.

E: Not Much

E: A dog

S: What did you think was the most spectacular part of

S: Why do you think there were fewer pilgrims this year

T: Oh hell what was I? A swan (Laughs)

than in the past. Do you think the weather had anything to
do with it?

S: After the ritual we came back to Rue Payenne to circle

S: Girls, who was in Paris this weekend?

T: I believe that Effanie digging over the Bois to find
the remains of last year’s doll was Persephone’s
way of guiding E to till the soil, so allowing for a
smoother and easier emergence of her spirit from
the underworld.

T: Faeries from all over—Spin, Nuff and myself from
London...
Effany: Yes...BlueSky from Berlin and some locals: Me,
Supermodel, Coco-Pierre and Baybee.
S: What went into the planning of this event—one of the

T: Yep. It rained—poured!!! As if the underworld was sad to
see Persephone go back to the overworld as Kore for the next
six months. Various Faeries didn’t want to go to the sacred site
because of the rain, so we decided to meet afterwards at the
Feldman-Kalos’s for circle and dinner.
photo by Nuff

Also, there was a fair on with
CandyFloss and Ferris Wheels.
People went to that, and being
a long weekend, some were
out of town.
E: A core group—me,
Tinkephanie, Supermodephone and Nuffonie—braved
it the Sacred Grove in the Bois

(In the Background: Heidi!)

with those who weren’t at the site and to have dinner.
Papers said that this was catered by Golden Moments.

(Priestesses fight to answer)
E: Golden Moments de Paris provided golden smooth service,
golden delicious food, and golden.. golden .. um
However there was nearly a fire when Tinkephanie who
was obsess...er... dedicatedly manufacturing wax dolls,
knocked a roll of paper onto some candles. She began
screaming for water, which GM immediately brought and
saved the situation. Their excellent service includes being
prepared for emergencies.
T: They can be reached at their website: www.wierdwonderfulwild.GoldenMomentsdeParis.com.wotnot or by email at:
GoldenMomentsdeParis@EuroFaeries.org.co.com.wxl.nl.

the job—my socialist/idealist Bulgarian
upbringing and my American outgoing/initiative mentality were a good combination for
it. Or so it seemed. My naivete never included such important issues as cultural, geographic and language barriers, local
mentality, nor even making a day to
day personal living for myself.

(Short break while they pay for take-out sushi, which, incidentally, made Tinkerbell sick!)

the ritual?

E: Tinkephanie screaming while she was trying to put out the
fire at the post ritual, post circle dinner.
T: Effany frantically digging over the Bois de Vincennes with
a gardening trowel as if she’d lost her earrings and the blister that developed in her right palm as a result—just like the
STIGMATA.
S: Would you tell
Persephone Ritual?

our

readers

about

the

next

E: Yeah. 31 October. Be there.
S: Thank you. (How was the Sushi?) ★
Although at this point in time we don’t have a definite information on
the event, the Annual Persephone Burial Ritual in Paris, France, happens every year on Halloween, October 31st. Contact Efthimios at tel:
33-1-40-27-02-95, fax: 33-1-40-27-02-96, e-mail: efthimios@aol.com,
if you are interested in attending the next one.

I started right away by being really
focused in trying to make the
EuroFaeries into an established organization with gatherings, programming of activities and a
long-term goal of having it’s
own community center/land.
And in making eff the European RFD. I
was so determined, that even the faerie
gatherings I subsequently attended in the US, I had done strictly with the goal of learning about faeriedom and implementing the ideas in the EuroFaeries.
We took on some big, big projects. In addition to doing
the newsletter, establishing a membership base and dealing
with day to day administration, I co-organized our two 1998
gatherings around the Gay Games and also produced our
participation in the boat parade that same summer. Then the
following year, I organized our information/fundraising booth
at Gay Pride in Holland and produced our biggest gathering
to date: The Millennium Gathering. Yes, I was still doing what
I knew how to do best: overachieving.
And I expected everyone here to share my vision and have
the same overachieving mentality as I had. But for the first
year and a half, I was running into walls asking for help, for
people to share in organizational responsibilities. There were
hardly any responses—participants: yes, initiators: no. I was
experiencing what Mrs. Ding (Lekker Ding at the time) had
experienced a couple of years prior, when she tried to develop some of the things I was pushing for. It was a different
dynamic than within the faerie communities we knew in the
US and it was rather frustrating for us. In addition to this, I
was struggling financially, trying to establish myself in an
unfamiliar working environment within a very different
culture than I was used to.
Well, to say the least, it wasn’t
a very happy time for me—I
felt quite unsupported.
But I have naturally a very
strong will, a survivor’s focus.
So I continued to do the things
I initially set out to do, for I
believed they were good for
the organization. And slowly over time I realized and accepted that the natural tendency for faeriedom to attract people
who in general need protection/help was compounded here
with the continental mentality of complacency—“Why bother
doing stuff, when the powers that be will?” Plus, being based
in Holland, there is the Dutch tendency to work individually and
not in teams—people simply aren’t used to pitch in together
continues on the back page

photo by an unknown faerie
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Well, the girls who attended the Annual
Uncovering of Persephone Ritual on
April 23rd, in Paris were so fabulous to send a
whole article with interviews about the event. A
truly amusing account of their experiences, full
of faerie frolic, exaggerations and joy. Check it
out in this issue!
And here is Tinkerbell’s twofourfive paragraphs on her SingAlong (Weekend) on May 12th, in London where the main
event was going to see the singalong version of the Sound of
Music. She wrote it on the day following the event:
“Just go to the Prince Charles when your heart is lonely...’
‘13 going on 14 Brit-EuroFaeries and others went last night.
All the songs are subtitled so you can sing along with Julie
Andrews, Christopher Plummer and the rest of the audience. It
is hugely popular and people dress for the occasion. Our delegation included Nuff, Spin, Hugs, Jeremy-didn’t-come,
Audrey, Peter Pan, Effie-Mae, Supermodel, Tinkerbell,
Jonathan of Wedderburn, George and John from India, Robert
T and David-came-instead-of-Tristram.’
photo
by S
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‘The event was planned
as an impor tant
part of the Rogers
and Hammerstein
Festival Weekend, celebrated in
London by the
Faerie State Visit of
Effie-Mae and Supermodel.
The programme of engagements also included a command performance of the newest production of The King and I. (An international contribution to the Festival and held on Sitdownday,
May 13th, in honour of the famous musical Duo, was the
Eurovision Song Contest, but we won’t talk about THAT!)’
‘CNN crew were at the SofM, and interviewed Effie-Mae (as
Baroness Schroder) and Tinkerbell (as Maria in her wedding
dress, made of old net curtains). It went on air the following
Yourday (16 May). The Baroness, Maria and the Captain (represented by Supermodel) won first prize!!! in the fancy dress
parade. The baroness's hair, a foam and glue art construction created jointly by Coco-Pierre and T-bell, was universally admired.”

Daily Image of May 12th, illustration by Tinkerbell

Later on, Tinkerbell continues:
"My sister telephoned from South Africa on Tuesday evening
to say she had just seen us on the News!!! Something, an
article, called Camp Karaoke
and what's on in London. Then,
suddenly, there I was with someone else (who must have been
Effie-Mae) talking about being
allowed to be children. So we
are celebrities worthy of international news coverage!!!’
‘Julie Andrews has been awarded a Dame-hood on the Queen's
honours list, along with Liz
Taylor. To receive such an
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award is regarded a very high honour in British national life.
Julie well deserves it, don’t you agree?’
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summer2000

Sixth Annual Summer
Gathering of EuroFaeries on the island of
Terschelling, Holland.

This is DeeTour’s short-and-sweet-no-rambling-on (take example
here, faeries) write-up on his Dinner Circle at ELF on May
20th, in Amsterdam:

“Well, the gatheringettinette was petiteritette. It was in the
stars, I think. There were 4 persons only. At ELF, quite a few of
the cooks were enjoying the beautiful wether as well. Diner
started at 21:30! At first we chatted quite awhile, waiting for
some more girls to show up. When that didn't happen, we
went into the Chai-Shop (another word for coffeeshop) and
had a small, but good circle on the sunny balcony, looking out
over a rainbow-colored inflatable swimming pool and a heartshaped lovely "plantenbak." The circle took so long that we
were almost too late for diner—we could just scrape some last
meals out of the pot. The looks of the meal discouraged us at
first, but it turned out to be a delicious meal afterall.’

dation for 15-20 faeries and the cost for the entire weekend will
be around 100 Dutch Guilders per person. There will be more
detailed information as the time gets nearer. For now, save the
dates in your agendas/calendars, and contact them at tel: 31599-324264, fax: 31-599-324265, e-mail: beek0285@wxs.nl.

We’re at it again, for the ssssssixth time. A few places are
still available, but you’ve gotta stay with us for at least five
days—we want you and want you for a while! Contact
DeeTour, our new organizer, at tel: 31-20-4860377 or e-mail:
T6@eurofaerie.org.

October 31, 2000: Annual Persephone Burial Ritual in Paris,
France. Contact Efthimios at tel: 33-1-40-27-02-95, fax: 33-140-27-02-96, e-mail: efthimios@aol.com.

Sitdownday, August 5th: Post-Gathering
in Vondelpark, Amsterdam, Holland.

December 22, 2000: Winter Solstice Celebration in Gouda,
Holland. Contact Mrs. Ding at tel: 31-182-678683 or e-mail:
americanvoices@wxs.nl.

Circle

It’s the day of the Canal Parade in
Amsterdam, which starts at 14:00. But we’ll
meet at the Rose Garden in Vondelpark at
17:30 or so. Most likely, we’ll go off to a
more secluded site for our circle, so be pretty much on time. After the circle, we can
order pizza in the park or be off to a faerie
dinner somewhere. So let’s touch base after Terschelling Six
and have a nice alternative to the commercial Gay (Business)
Pride Weekend. Please RSVP with Mis Eel at tel: 31-204202842 or e-mail: slee@xs4all.nl. And if you’d like to
watch the parade together, contact KuLOV.

‘All in all, quite a puzzling meeting that turned out to be very nice.”

EuroFaeries, send in your accounts of experiences at any of
our EuroFaerie events. Maximum two paragraphs!!!

A

Myday=Monday Yourday=Tuesday Goddessday=Wednesday Theirday=Thursday Ourday=Friday Sitdownday=Saturday Funday=Sunday

July 10th – 21st:

‘Yodel-adle-odle-adle-yodle-ay-YOO-HOO!!!”

Well, the Summer Solstice Celebration on June 21st, in
the cheese capital of Holland, Gouda was rather international. A whole slew of RheinGolds (Heidi, Trish-Trash & Bodo)
arrived right before heading out to the lake. Plus we had a
Japanese antique dealer at the snack/dinner
portion of the event
beforehand. Welcome
to tropical Holland
girls! It’s always the
case in this country—it
might be so hot for a
while and then right on
Summer Solstice, it’s
gloomy and rainy. It
was the case this year as well, but that didn’t stop us from renting bicycles and going off to the countryside (Reeuwijkse
Plassen – Elfhoeven Strand), where we had a nice get-together-again-but-not-that-seriously-focused circle around a willow
tree. Just as we started to leave, it started drizzling. The red
sky with the rainbow, however, was a spectacular site!
Later on in the Cheez Palace, some faeries led by the trashiest
of them all (listed above) got ready for a nude slumber
party. This girl had to take the train back to Amsterdam, so for
juicy details you should contact the hostess, Mrs. Ding, at:
american voices@wxs.nl ★

C

Clip and place somewhere where you can easily see this page. Also, due to the small size of our active
community, it is important that you let the organizers for each event know whether or not you can attend.

‘Actually I was at Betty Windsor’s Coffee Hour on Sunday and
she said she had just two more places to fill on her list. She
was thinking of Ms Taylor, did I have any suggestions for the
other. I had been telling her about dressing in Wedding Drag
at the singalong SofM and my little procession down the aisle,
in front of the screen and up the other side and how everyone
went wild, so suggested Ms Andrews. She has brought so
much love and fun to US ALL!!!’

Funday, September 10th: Pre-Equinox
Eduard’s garden in Zeist, Holland.

photo by KuLOV
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Circle

OTHER EVENTS OF FAERIE INTEREST:
in

There isn’t a specific theme to this circle, but it’s rather close
to the Fall Equinox (about ten days later) so it might as well
be a celebration this occasion, for we don’t have an additional circle scheduled for it. Hopefully the corn field in front
of the garden won’t be harvested by this date, so we’ll get a
cozy, secluded feeling of being in paradise. Well, Eduard’s
(see News & Announcements section for the name change)
garden is as close to paradise as we get in Holland. It’s a potluck dinner (everybody brings something to eat) and we’ll
gather around 2-3 o’clock in the afternoon. To RSVP and for
more information on how to get there (it’s kind of tricky)
phone/fax Eduard at: 31-30-6920576 or e-mail him at:
erkool@worldonline.nl.
KEEP IN MIND THE FOLLOWING DATES:
October 20–22, 2000: Toy-Toy & Tya-Tya’s Harvest Gatherette
in Ter Apel, North-East Holland.
They’ve fixed the barn next to the
house and are planning on hosting a fabulous fall extravaganza with the usual heart circles,
harvest rituals and walks in the
surrounding nature. But also
with a Dress-Like-Your-Mother
Dinner & Piano Evening, amongst
other tentative-at-this-point-in-time events. So prepare your seeds,
drag, songs, dances and dirty tricks early. There is accommophotos in the order of top to bottom: 1.KuLOV, 2.Eduard

December 27, 2000 – January 3, 2001: Faymas Gathering in
Albstedt, Germany. Yes, the great response and enthusiasm at
the Millennium Gathering carried over and far and created
yet another New Year’s gathering around the birth of our new
goddess Faye Millennia. No other information is available at this
point, except that this house, near Bremen, houses 30-50 faeries.
You can get more information on this new gathering location
by logging onto: www.theaterwerk.de. So save the dates in
your agendas/calendar and contact the organizers Joachim:
blue-sky@gmx.li and/or Sacred Slut Puppy: lev@idt.org.uk. ★

Gathering 2000. Nomenus Sanctuary in Southern Oregon
USA, August 12-21, 2000. For more information check out
http://www.IamMagic.com/Gathering2000.html or contact
KuLOV for a copy of their brochure.
Faerie Sounds of Summer. Breitenbush Summer Gathering
USA, August 16-20, 2000. For more information check out
www.BardinBrooks.com/bbgathering or contact KuLOV for a
copy of their brochure. ★

NEWS & ANNOUNCEMENTS
There are some faerie name changes in our community:
Wannabee/Eunice is going back to his original name Eduard
or the English version Edward. Perhaps that has something to
do with turning 50 this year? You ask him at his next event in
September. And Twolip lost her petals screaming in the last
issue and is now Roika. Could this be the Eastern European version of his real name Roy? Get him some babushkas for the
next equinox, so he can harvest some potatoes and cabbage.
KuLOV’s retirement as a Professional Faerie goes into effect on
July 1st (no, this is not faerie time). Cindy von Protokol will
slowly take over the production of the newsletter, membership
update, program coordination of events, etc. She’s recovering
from Tuberculosis (yes, it’s on the rise in Western countries), so
please be patient with her and allow her ample time to adjust
to her new duties. And send her lots of get-well wishes and
good faerie energy. ★

Letter from the Editoress, continued

here. So in addition to our EuroFaerie community being spread
out in several European countries, there were so many cultural
differences to which my American entrepreneurial mentality
had to adjust. But by the time of the Millennium Gathering, I
had become pretty much accustomed to working within a
European context and as a result, it is my most successful and
most enjoyable project to date.
So I look back on the past almost three years of being a
Professional Faerie and I see an official not-for-profit status, a
very stable bank account with a 15,000 Guilder Fund, our
own PO Box, a small, but strong membership base with
around 3,000 Guilders in income for administration expenses,
a quarterly newsletter with seasonal programming of activities
(we have something happening at least once a month somewhere in Europe), archives which are in order, records of
many write-ups and some radio interviews which have hopefully brought the EuroFaeries to more people throughout the
continent. I’m not at all solely responsible for all of it—some of
it is even left over from the times when Mrs. Ding did most of
the organizing. And despite all of my complaining, I’ve gotten
a lot of input and help. So I’m very proud of having developed
this infrastructure, which is necessary for an organization
to grow. The question is: is it going to and does it really need to grow? That’s not up to me alone to
answer, but it’s up to the Board of
Directors and to the entire EuroFaerie
community. My observations as a Professional
Faerie so far have been that there is no long-term vision,
no focus, nor fire and inspiration within the community,
except for a short time after gatherings. But I’ll leave
these topics for one of Cindy’s next editorials or for
Trixy’s long-overdue Miz President speeches.
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Despite all of my successes above, I still feel a bit
of a disappointment for not being able to accomplish all of the things I set out to do. Are my
expectations too high for such a short time
period? Yes. Am I still an overachiever? Yes.
But I’m still very happy with what I’ve
done so far. However, I also feel that
during my tenure as Professional
EuroFaerie, the commitment I had made
to the EuroFaeries was never matched even closely by the commitment of the organization back to me. And that is really one
of the main reasons for which I’m retiring. Well, not exactly
‘retiring’, but taking at least six months off from my organizational responsibilities so I can deal more clearly with those
specific issues of commitments in my life, as well as the issues
of career and settling down.
It’s a long personal story, for those of you who have come to
read this far. Personal is the key word here, for I didn’t write it
so much for having to ‘tell it all,’ or for amusement, or simply
for venting, but to show that this experience of the EuroFaeries
has been really all about me, me, me, me, me, me, and me
again. For afterall, it’s not so much what the EuroFaeries
needed, but what I needed and what I thought was good for
the organization. And in hindsight, my overall EuroFaerie

experience since 1995 has been about me learning about
myself within and through the EuroFaeries. And I like to sincerely thank you all for providing me with this opportunity.
Thank you for listening me bitch and praise, for whine and
order. Thank you for subscribing to and for reading this
newsletter. Thank you for helping out, even for initiating whenever you could. Most of all, thank you for letting me be myself
and for letting me grow up with such a loud and long scream.
I will miss it all! I will miss trying to edit texts by the non-Englishnative speakers and keep everyone’s integrity and meaning in
their writing. I will miss commissioning our regular features such
as Milky Way Murmurs. I will miss stamping the last envelope
and going to the post office to mail the current issue of eff. I will
miss being nervous when going on the radio to talk about
EuroFaeriedom. I will miss desperately trying to fit all the stuff
I’d bought for the gatherings in our rented car, including
my numerous pairs of high heels. I will even miss balancing our cash-expense books. I will miss a lot of
things, but most of all I will miss having this focus or
purpose in making the EuroFaeries grow.
But remember, I’m not retiring as a EuroFaerie,
but as a Professional EuroFaerie. I don’t
know how I’ll be feeling
in six months or more, or
where I’ll be, but I’ll be back
somehow. At the moment, I know that I wouldn’t want
to wear all of the wigs I talked about earlier in this editorial, but I’ll return in some form or another. At least as a
regular EuroFaerie. However, I’ve always felt that I’m too
commercial, too slick, too stylish, too trendy and too professional for the organization, so we’ll just have to see what
new organizational duties will suit (and dress) this girl, if
any. For not all ‘assets’ are assets in any given context. In
the meantime, I wish luck and success to the faeries who
will continue carrying the torch: Cindy, who will slowly take
over the newsletter and my administration responsibilities,
DeeTour who’s organizing Terschelling Six and fundraising
there, Lev and Joachim who are organizing our first
Faymas Gathering around New Year’s (see Calendar
section), Trixy and Mrs. Ding for continuing their position on the board and for creating a unified long-term
vision and finding more active board members locally.
It’s sort of ironic that now when I’ve finally adjusted to my
Professional EuroFaerie duties, I’m taking off in a new direction.
And I could be doing my ‘job’ with much ease and enjoyment.
But I assure you that I’m not running away. I just have different
priorities at this point in my life and I’m ready for new experiences outside of the EuroFaerie umbrella. In the next six months,
I plan on staying away from gatherings and gatherettes, for it’ll
be so easy for me to take over and go back to my old roles and
duties. But I hope to see you at the Faymas Gathering.
In the meantime, stay in touch, don’t hesitate to contact me
with any organizational questions or for tips, and please don’t
forget to stay LOVely like KuLOVly.
KuLOV, Retired Ol’ Professional EuroFaerie ★

eff (EuroFaerie Facts) has been created and designed by KuLOV. Send your comments, inquiries and entries (please inquire about electronic formats
beforehand) to the attention of Cindy von Protokol, Van der Hoopstraat 119 III, 1051 VE Amsterdam, tel: 31-20-4860377, e-mail: kevlan@hotmail.com.
Sincerest apologies go to those faeries whose photographs, as part of the EuroFaeries’ archives,
were used without permission.
Please photocopy and distribute this newsletter or phone/fax/e-mail to request additional original copies at f 5,- each. © 2000.

www.eurofaerie.org

Please fill in your name, then indicate amount and direct
deposit it to the bank account of the Stichting
EuroFaeries, Postbank Nederland, Postbus 94780,
1090 GT Amsterdam, Account No. 8283324, Swift
Code INGBNL2A. Make sure that you cover the cost of
the transfer, including the receiving costs on our side.
Then mail this coupon along with your address,
phone/fax/e-mail information to the EuroFaeries ‘headquarters’: PO Box 2721, 1000 CS Amsterdam, The
Netherlands. Thank you so much in advance!
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Netherlands. Thank you so much in advance!
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the transfer, including the receiving costs on our side.
Then mail this coupon along with your address,
phone/fax/e-mail information to the EuroFaeries ‘headquarters’: PO Box 2721, 1000 CS Amsterdam, The
Netherlands. Thank you so much in advance!
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*Gross Annual Income = Your full income before taxes.
*Gross Annual Income = Your full income before taxes.
*Gross Annual Income = Your full income before taxes.

(we cannot give any additional incentives to the above
two rates except our unconditional love; but what more
can we give—we really, really love you!)
(we cannot give any additional incentives to the above
two rates except our unconditional love; but what more
can we give—we really, really love you!)
(we cannot give any additional incentives to the above
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❑ Goddess-to-be-Faerie:
anything above f 250,- per year
❑ Goddess-to-be-Faerie:
anything above f 250,- per year
❑ Goddess-to-be-Faerie:
anything above f 250,- per year

(automatically gets 10 EuroFaerie postcards and
a EuroFaerie t-shirt)
(automatically gets 10 EuroFaerie postcards and
a EuroFaerie t-shirt)
(automatically gets 10 EuroFaerie postcards and
a EuroFaerie t-shirt)

(automatically gets 10 EuroFaerie postcards)

❑ Sequinned-Winged-Faerie:
f 150,- to f 250,- per year
❑ Sequinned-Winged-Faerie:
f 150,- to f 250,- per year
❑ Sequinned-Winged-Faerie:
f 150,- to f 250,- per year

(automatically gets 10 EuroFaerie postcards)
(automatically gets 10 EuroFaerie postcards)

❑ Rhinestones-Winged-Faerie:
f 100,- to f 149,- per year
❑ Rhinestones-Winged-Faerie:
f 100,- to f 149,- per year

Additional suggested donation rates:

(for two Working Girls, who live at the same address)

❑ Golden-Winged-Faerie/Supporter Rate:
f 50,- per year

❑ Faerie Family Rate: f 65- per year

(for faeries with Gross Annual Income* between
f 20.000,- and f 50.000,-)

(for faeries with Gross Annual Income* of f 20.000,- or less)

❑ Working-Girl/Regular Rate: f 35- per year

❑ Reduced Rate: f 25,- per year

(faeries with Gross Annual Income* higher than f 50.000,-)
(faeries with Gross Annual Income* higher than f 50.000,-)

❑ Rhinestones-Winged-Faerie:
f 100,- to f 149,- per year

p.s. Because Cindy has been very ill and is currently recovering (see News & Announcement section in this issue), the transition of
taking over the editoress-ship of the newsletter will be slower than we anticipated. Therefore, the Fall issue of eff might come out late
or not at all. Just in case, we have listed many of the upcoming fall events along with the summer ones. So, check out the Calendar
section and keep it as a reference for a while. We thank you for being patient in advance!

Additional suggested donation rates:

Your membership fee goes towards covering the annual administration costs of the organization, thus avoiding going into our
EuroFaerie Fund, which is for obtaining land/community center. In addition to getting the opportunity to support and to be a part of
a fantastic gay community such as the EuroFaeries, you’ll get this quarterly newsletter which will keep you in touch of what’s happening with the EuroFaeries—events, gatherings, news & announcements, etc. The advantage over getting cyber news or checking
our site periodically is that with eff you get photos, art and articles showcasing our own creativity, as well as inspirational materials
from outside sources. Plus you can take it to bed, on the train, and to the toilet. Now how many ‘companions’ have you been able
to do this with? Be honest!
So, faeries, take out your purses and pocketbooks and check out the info on the back!

Additional suggested donation rates:

This is your last issue for the 1999/2000 membership cycle. Although KuLOV is retiring from her numerous
duties within the EuroFaeries, Cindy von Protokol will be taking over and carrying the torch. We’d like to
thank you for your support in the past year and we hope that you will renew your annual membership.

(faeries with Gross Annual Income* higher than f 50.000,-)
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❑ Working-Girl/Regular Rate: f 35- per year
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(for faeries with Gross Annual Income* of f 20.000,- or less)

p.s. Because Cindy has been very ill and is currently recovering (see News & Announcements section in this issue), the transition of
taking over the editoress-ship of the newsletter will be slower than we anticipated. Therefore, the Fall issue of eff might come out late
or not at all. Just in case, we have listed many of the upcoming fall events along with the summer ones. So, check out the Calendar
section and keep it as a reference for a while. We thank you for being patient in advance!

❑ Reduced Rate: f 25,- per year

Your membership fee goes towards covering the annual administration costs of the organization, thus avoiding going into our
EuroFaerie Fund, which is for obtaining land/community center. In addition to getting the opportunity to support and to be a part of
a fantastic gay community such as the EuroFaeries, you’ll get this quarterly newsletter which will keep you in touch of what’s happening with the EuroFaeries—events, gatherings, news & announcements, etc. The advantage over getting cyber news or checking
our site periodically is that with eff you get photos, art and articles showcasing our own creativity, as well as inspirational materials
from outside sources. Plus you can take it to bed, on the train, and to the toilet. Now how many ‘companions’ have you been able
to do this with? Be honest!
So, faeries, take out your purses and pocketbooks and check out the info on the back!

(for faeries with Gross Annual Income* of f 20.000,- or less)

This is your last issue for the 1999/2000 membership cycle. Although KuLOV is retiring from her numerous
duties within the EuroFaeries, Cindy von Protokol will be taking over and carrying the torch. We’d like to
thank you for your support in the past year and we hope that you will renew your annual membership.

❑ Reduced Rate: f 25,- per year

E X P I R I N G !

How much is a membership/donation? The
following are some guidelines—you pick what suits
you best. The amounts listed are in Dutch Guilders and
to our knowledge, they are tax deductible.
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